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DUNCAN RESIGNS
41-year-old athletic director and football coach calls it quits after 13 years
Don Cole
Editorial Staff
Not long after the news of the
Indianapolis Colts training at
Rose-Hulman this summer,
another bombshell was dropped
when head football coach and ath-
letic director Scott Duncan
abruptly announced his resigna-
tion.
"I am very sorry that Scott Dun-
can has chosen to resign his posi-
tion...we've shared many
celebrations together in his 13
years at Rose-Hulman," com-
mented Rose president Samuel
Hulburt.
Duncan will be taking a position
with a local investment firm, cit-
ing the need for a career change
and more time with his family as
reasons for his resignation.
"This was a very difficult deci-
sion for me," said Duncan, "Rose-
Hulman is such a wonderful place
to work."
Duncan was named head foot-
ball coach in 1986, and took over
as the acting athletic director in
1989.
A number of changes occurred
during Duncan's tenure as ath-
letic director. During the 1995-
1996 school year, he helped start
the women's var-
sity sports pro-










helped in the plan-
ning of the new
Sports & Recre-
ation Center, built














stay at the school:
the Collegiate Ath-
letic Conference (CAC), the Indi-
ana Collegiate Athletic
Conference (ICAC), and the
aforementioned SCAC.
Rose-Hulman Football Media Guide photograph
Scott Duncan on the sidelines of an Engineer football game, a
place he will no longer find himself. Duncan resigned last week to
pursue a career in investment services. Duncan first stepped onto
the sidelines of Phil Brown Field in 1986.
Duncan saw great success in the
CAC, leading the Engineers to
five consecutive winning seasons
from 1986-1990, winning two
conference titles, and being named
CAC Coach of the
Year in 1988.
Duncan met with
similar success in the
ICAC as well, leading
his squad to second-
place finishes in 1990
and 1995, the team's
highest finish in the
conference. In 1994,
he was named ICAC's
Co-Coach of the Year,
leading his Engineers
to a 7-3 record after




teams compiled a win-
ning record. While
under Duncan's ten-
ure, the men's athletic
program won the ICAC
All-Sports Trophy for
the 1995-1996 aca-
demic year, the first
and only time the
school won the award.
This year marked the
first and only year in
the SCAC for Duncan,
resulting in his third
straight 3-7 season. Despite losing
records in the past few years, Dun-
can is still the second-winningest
coach in Rose-Hulman history,
behind the great Phil Brown.
Duncan. the twelfth football coach
in Engineer history; he compiled a
69-60-1 overall record.
Duncan, a Findlay, Ohio, native,
was a standout linebacker for the
Northwestern Purple Eagles, earn-
ing a bachelor's degree in educa-
tion in 1980. He went on to
DePauw for a master's in teach-
ing, which he received in 1982,
and earned an MBA from Indiana
Wesleyan University in 1996.
As for his coaching history,
Duncan spent a year as a part-time
assistant at Northwestern before a
two-year stint as a graduate assis-
tant at DePauw. From 1982-1985,
Duncan was an offensive line
coach at Bowling Green State
University, and in 1985, Bowling
Green won the Mid-American
Conference and went to the Cali-
fornia Bowl.
Rose-Hulman has begun a
national search for a replacement,
which the school hopes will be
concluded by July 30.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Jess Lucas said, "Scott
feels that it is time for him to
make an important career move
and, with his intensity and deter-
mination, I'm sure he will be very
successful in his new endeavor."




announced they would be holding
their summer . training camp at
Rose-Hulman in a press confer-
ence April 1 at Phil Brown Field.
The training camp will be held
from July 22 to August 20.
The Colts looked at Rose-Hul-
man last year, but the two were
unable to come to an agreement
before the end of the year. The
major disagreement between the
two dealt with the Colts desire to
have exclusive use of all facilities.
The Colts, however, were
impressed _ with the school and
attempted to work a deal out for
this year.
"We took a look at the facility
last summer," Colts President Bill
Polian said. "It met the criteria we
were looking for. [Head coach]
Jim (Mora) and I both were
impressed. Our preference was to
stay in-state. We are Indiana's
team, so we want the people to of
Mike Lanke
Rose-Hulman president Samuel Hulburt waves to a crowd at Phil Brown field, during a press con-
ference announcing the Colts decision to hold their summer training camp at Rose.
this state to see us. The people of
Terre Haute made it very clear
that they were anxious for us to
come there."
The Colts will utilize the foot-
ball field and the IM fields that are
currently being rebuilt, in addition
to some of the locker rooms, the
weight room,













the Colts will not
affect the avail-










by the Colts will
be available for student use, and
the fieldhouse would be available
most of the time since the Colts
practices are primarily outdoors.
Spary also said that the operating
hours may be extended for student
use, but they will not change them
for the Colts.
An Anderson University foot-
ball player stated that the field
conditions after the Colts camp
were poor when the camp was
held there. Spary addressed the
issue, stating that Anderson only
had two fields whereas Rose will
be providing the Colts with three
and a half fields. They plan to
work with the Colts on rotating
fields so that one area isn't torn
up.
"We think our fields will be in
better shape than Anderson's, and
they will recover better," Spary
said.
Rose-Hulman fall athletes start
training August 16, just four days
before .the Colts leave, so there
should not be many conflicts for
athletic facilities between the
Rose sports teams and the Colts.
See Colts, page 4
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CAI_ENDAR Go cheer on the Fighting Engineers
as they try and clinch the SCAC title!
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7:00 & 9:20 I PG-13 1
The Thin Red Line
7:30 11
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Thorn wins seven ICPA awards
Craig Pohlman
Editor-in-chief
Starting this issue, the new editorial
staff assumes their positions for the 1999-
2000 academic year. It has been our
pleasure to bring you the latest and
greatest stories that the Rose community
really cares about. We have worked hard
in developing the Rose Thorn into an
outstanding, truly student-run newspaper.
I am pleased to announce that the Thorn
received seven awards in Newspaper
Division III competition of the Indiana
Collegiate Press Association for calendar
year 1998.
We look forward to an even better
upcoming year and I urge you to join our
staff if you would like to be part of our
team and do what you desire. Our
meetings are each Wednesday at 5 p.m. in
Olin 101. We even have free pizza at our
meetings!
If you have any questions, comments, or
problems, please let us know. We are the
voice of the students and want to help you




Homemade bomb special edition
Best Comic Strip
Ray Seitz's Roomies "Clinton"
SECOND PLACE:









Nate Ingalsbe's Life at Rose
THIRD PLACE:
Best Comic Strip
Ray Seitz's Roomies "Blood Drive"
SUBMISSIONS
Events may be published in
Events by any organization or
individual. Information on club
meetings, lectures, speeches, and
athletic events, including
announcements of times and
locations may be submitted to
Campus Calendar, in care of Dale
Long, associate director of
communications, at Box 14 or
extension 8418. More detailed
articles containing plans, agendas,
and specific information should be
submitted to the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made
by Wednesday at noon in order to be




The Kelly Jay Orchestra with a swi
instructor will play on April 20 in t
Moench Hall aujitorium.
The annual Amateur Talent Night NA
take place April 29 at 7 p.m in the Ka
Room. See page 10 for a sign-up form.
The annual Spring Carnival will ki
off at 2 p.m. on Speed Lawn on May 14.
All Student Activities Board activiti
are free for everyone in the Rose-Hulm
community.
SAB meets 7 p.m. every Thursday
the Conference Room of the HuIm
Memorial Union. For more informatic
call the SAB office at 877-8448.
Do you have hidden talents? Can you sing? Can you dance?
Have you always wanted to be a standup comedian?
Would you like to win $150?
If you answered yes to any of the above questions....
IIyou should start getting
ready for SAB's 4th annuals 1,
111kur Talent ibI
Thursday April 29th Kahn Room of HMU
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/Users/groups/sab
The Rose Thorn





In a move that has surprised
many students around campus,
Bill Lindstaedt, Director of
Career Services and Employer
Relations, has accepted a job
elsewhere and decided to resign
' from his position at Rose-Hul-
man.
Lindstaedt, commented, "Some
people approached me about a
job in California. I agreed to
interview for it, and it turned into
a job offer."
He emphasized that this move
was not due to dissatisfaction
with his position at Rose. Linds-
taedt explained that he enjoys his
job and is happy at Rose, but he
was offered a unique opportunity
which he believes is a good
career move.
Lindstaedt decided to accept
the offer about two weeks ago.
He will take a recently created
startup position as Executive
Director of the California Coop-
erative Education Association,
which is part of a joint venture
with the Associated Western Uni-
versities. The organization repre-
sents more than 190 colleges and
universities in the Western U.S.
The purpose of the job will be
"to increase interaction between
employers and schools for
employment purposes," explained
Lindstaedt. He related that his
Bill Lindstaedt is currently com-
pleting his fifth year as Director of
Career Services and Employer
Relations. His last day at Rose-
Hulman will be June 11.
Lindstaedt is very satisfied
with the way that the Career
Services office has changed
during his time as Director.
"I'm proud that we've been
able to grow the office into a




taedt. While working at Rose,
Lindstaedt said that he has
tried to keep a focus on stu-
dents without taking away
from the satisfaction of the
1998 Modulus Yearbook Photo
Bill Lindstaedt, Director of Career Service,







• Well, the topic of lengthening
the passing periods has arisen
again. To get everyone up to
speed here is what has happened
'to bring us to this point. A pro-
posal made by the Quality of
Education Committee was passed
at the May Institute Meeting last
year. With the passing of this
proposal, it was decided to go to a
ten-minute passing period, how-
ever, the motion did not state how
the lengthened passing period
would be implemented. The
Quality of Education Committee
was then charged with determin-
ing when and how the lengthened
passing period would be imple-
mented.
In the past year the Committee
has evaluated several options in
ways to implement the passing
period. They determined, with
the help of the Registrar's office
and Water Computing Center,
that dropping tenth hour to allow
for more time during the day
would not work. Therefore, the
only other way to have enough
time in the day to lengthen the
passing period was to lengthen
the academic day. This is what
they proposed at the Institute
meeting on Tuesday. The motion
failed!
What does this mean now? We
want to hear your opinion! Talk
to your senators and tell them if
you think we need the ten-minute
passing period or not. We will be
taking a vote at the Senate meet-
ing on Tuesday to get a feel for
what you want S. G. A. to tell the
administration. S. G. A. is plan-
ning on doing everything we can
to make sure what you say is
what happens but we can't do it
without your input.
work will be similar to the type of
work that he currently does for the
Rose-Hulman Career Services
Office, but he will be serving a
much larger range of schools and
employers.
employers.
The working environment at
Rose has been an enjoyable
one for Lindstaedt. He com-
mented, "This has been one of
the most fun jobs and an
opportunity to work with the
best people and students...it
was a tough decision."
The search for Lindstaedt's
replacement is beginning
soon. Rose hopes to fill the posi-
tion as soon as possible so that
there is continuity in the transition.
The candidates will be located
through a national search.
Engineers in Concert this
weekend
Dale Long
Assoc. Dir. of Communications 
The musical talents of students,
faculty, and staff from Rose-Hul-
man Institute of Technology will
be featured in the colleges 19th
annual "Engineers In Concert" on
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Moench
Hall Auditorium. The show is
free and open to the public.
Pianists performing will be
sophomore Neal Kuenne, playing
Mendelssohh's "Venetian Barca-
role" and "Doctor Gradus Ad Par-
nassum" by Claude Debussy;
senior Lisa Carr, playing a minuet
from Debussy's "Suite Bergam-
asque"; sophomore Brett Bobzien
playing "Piano Sonata in E-
minor, Op. 7, Allegro Moderato,"
and Electrical Engineering and
Computer Engineering Professor
Mark Johnson playing Brubeck's
"Weep no More."
Junior Alyssa Riley will per-
form Bach's "Partita No. 3" on
violin, while junior Airen
Schuetter will sing Chapman's "I
Will Be There" and junior Erin
Swango will sing "Letting Go."
In featured duets, senior
Heather Dubiel-Stradley will
combine her vocal talents with
classmate Derek Lengacher's gui-
tar skills in "More than Words";
freshmen Thomas Mackel and
Erica Hoffmann will showcase
their trombone and piano skills
on "Mozart Sonatina"; Bunny
Nash, asistant director of alumni
affairs and special events, and
Bryan Taylor, director of publica-
tions, will sing "Our Children"
from "Ragtime" accompanied by
Bobzien on piano; and Kuenne
will again display his piano skills
with violoncellist Margaret
Lyman in "Sicilenne."
Mozart's "Divertimento No. 14
in B-flat" will be performed by a
woodwind quartet of seniors: Lisa
Carr and Christopher Prince, jun-
ior Michael Thomas, and, fresh-
men Rachael Bergstrom and
Stephen Young. Juniors Danial
Kercheval and David Svesko
form a percussion ensemble to




ble of Ryan Barton, Eduardo
Escardo-Raffo, Andrew Ham-
mond, David McKinney, and
Kuenne will play Led Zeppelin's
classic "Stairway to Heaven:'
The Rose-Hulman Chorus,
directed by Jeff Bounsall, will
close the show with a selection of
songs.
Tara Parmeter, assistant director
of admissions, will be the master
of ceremonies. The concert was
organized by Mallory North, pro-
fessor of mechanical engineering.
Changes in store for downtown Terre Haute
City planners working to add life to downtown
Mike Oder
Staff Writer
As a result of committees
and public meetings held over
the last few months, the City
of Terre Haute has developed
an official "Vision for Down-
town Terre Haute." The
Vision includes plans. to
attract businesses and resi-
dents to a more beautiful
downtown area.
"Downtown" Terre Haute
is essentially the area near the
intersection of Wabash Ave-
nue and Seventh Street, once
the intersection of Highways
40 &241., was known as "The
Crossroads of America."
The City plans to spend $6
to $8 million renovating the
first two floors of the Terre
Haute House. The House was
once one of the most thriving
hotels in the entire Midwest,
into an arts and entertain-
ment center. Among the addi-
tions to the House will be a
ticket sales office for arts
events, a community banquet
hall, and art sales gallery, and
a coffee shop. A new visitors
center is another possible
addition.
Vacant upper floors in
downtown buildings will be
converted to 42 apartments
with financial assistance from
the Urban Enterprise Associa-
tion.
Three floors of housing will
also be included in a building
design by the Center City
Project. The construction of
the building is expected to
boost the economy by over
$13 million. According to a
recent article in the Valley
Business Review, "Down-
town will become the neigh
borhood of choice for citizens
desiring to live in an urban
village environnient."
It is this Center City project
that has sparked a storm of
controversy in the city, and is
quikcly becomeing a center-
piece of the upcoming elec-
tion for mayor.
On .one side of the issue is
current mayor Jim Jenkins
and his supporters, who think
the project will be beneficial
to the community.
On the other side of the
fence is Jenkins' chief rival,
Judy Anderson, who has from
the beginning criticized, the
project for .its cost to taxpay-
ers and the fact that the
municipal government will be
entering the free market.
The city is also considering
combining downtown park-
ing with parking at ISU while
creating a better visual con-
nection between the areas.
The city also wants to convert
the Courthouse-City Hall
complex into a campus-like
area for governmental build-
ings. This campus area will
also include 'a plaza for civic
events.
Beautification is a major
component of the vision. The
streetscape of Wabash Ave-
nue will be improved with a
$250,000 program involving
the addition of benches, trash
receptacles, and trees. There
will also be a new park at the
site of the former Wabash
River Bridge. The riverfront
park will visually flow into
the new government area to
make the downtown Terre
Haute area more aesthetically
pleasing. -
Don Harrington
Construction taking place on Wabash Avenue, heart of the downtown district. The
site pictured is near sixth street, across from a parking garage and right next to a
pawn shop. This is the site where the building designed by the Center City Project
will be built, a group 'of lower-cost apartments and retail stores geared toward












Friday, April 9, 1999
President Clinton and Chinese
Premier Zhu Rongji came close to
a new trade agreement. China
hoped the deal will allow China to.
enter the World Trade Organiza-
tion and increase foreign invest-
ment in China. U.S. poised to gain
more access to China from import
of staples such as wheat, meat, and
citrus which could give U.S. pro-
ducers up to $700 million a year.
A beaver, acting alone, is gnaw-
ing away precious cherry trees and
cedars in the Tidal Basin of the
nation's capital. The 3,000 cherry
trees were part of the 1912 gift
from Japan. A major beaver hunt
by the National Park Service to
prevent the beaver from eating
more trees is in effect as the tourist
season began with thousands of
people flocking to see the spring-
time blossoms.
NATO vowed to continue attack
on Yugoslavia and rejecting Serb
assertions of peacetime in Kosovo.
U.S. continued to demand the
release of three captive soldiers.
Serbian vice premier, Vojislav
Seselj, claimed the soldiers
should be tried as terrorists. Many
fear Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic would use trapped refu-
gees as "human shields" against
further NATO attacks.
91 people in Malaysia have been
killed since September from an
unknown virus caused by contact
with pigs. The same symptom
was last reported in Hendra,
Queensland, and Australia. The
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention is working to solve the
virus mystery.
Monday, April 12, 1999
A study found that fewer than
1% of the population will have to
worry about getting an audit with
the IRS. The decline in the IRS
infrastructure and constant Con-
gressional scrutiny has made the
organization less burdensome to
citizens.
As NATO entered the fourth
week conflict against Kosovo, the
public is receiving more accounts
of Serb atrocities against civil-
ians. U.S. sent 82 more warplanes
to the front line. Ground force is
on standby.
Jose Maria Olazabal made golf
history by winning his second
Masters title beating out Davis
Love Ill. Love had tried twice to
win the green jacket but always
ended in second.
Bruce Springsteen and the E
Street Band reunited and began
their world tour in Barcelona,
Spain. The group will tour the
U.S. in July.
Because the birth rate dropped
between 1965 and 1977, the
national labor pool is at an all time
low. Analysts predicted job
recruiters will have harder time
finding workers because in the
job-rich economy young workers
will have more option to choose
their jobs.
Tuesday, April 13, 1999
NATO planners said they had
tried to minimize civilian casual-
ties since they began the air strike
21 days ago. General Wesley
Clark requested 300 more aircrafts
to allow the military to perform a
round the clock air strike. The
new request will increase U.S. air-
craft to 1000.
Gas prices are up 25% in the last
6 weeks. The increase is due to
the decrease in production by the
oil-producing countries. In the
Western states, the .gas price rose
to $2 a gallon for premium. Last
month oil-producing countries
agreed to cut output by 2.1 million
barrels a day beginning April 1.
Many San Erancisco residents plan
to boycott the price on April 30.
Gas station employees said they
aren't worry about the boycott
because "If people need the gas,
they'll pump it."
In Little Rock, U.S. District
Judge Susan Webber Wright put
President Clinton in a contempt of
court for refusing to tell the truth
about his relationship with Monica
Lewinsky during the Paula Jones
sexual harassment- case. Clinton
has thirty days to appeal.
In Boston, the search for the lone
winner of the $197 million Jackpot
continue. The winner has not
stepped forward to claim the prize
yet.
Wednesday, April 14, 1999
Jack Kevorkian was sentenced to
10 to 25 years in prison for the
second-degree murder and deliv-
ery of a controlled substance in the
death of Thomas Youk.
Kevorkian was taped administer-
ing the fatal injection. Since 1990,
Kevorkian had assisted in at least
130 suicides.
Vice President Al Gore was crit-
icized last year for giving too little
to charities, $353. This year his
federal income tax showed a mod-
erate increase. $15,197 was
donated to schools and religious
institutions and groups assisted the
homeless and mentally ill._
At a refugee camp in Albania,
more women reported violent
rapes, execution and other brutal
acts committed by Serb paramili-
tary forces. Several girls as young
as 11 years old claimed they were
raped. According to Amnesty
International and Human Rights
Watch, during the 1992-1995 Bos-
nian tvar, Serb soldiers systemati-
cally raped hundreds of women.
Lucasfilm announced 11 cities
will host the screenings of Star
Wars,Episode I: The Phantom
Menace, 3 days before the actual
opening. These selected locations
will charge high dollars to benefit
children's charities.
Thursday, April 15, 1999
Maria Grasso, a Chilean immi-
grant, quit her job as a baby sitter
and handicapped children care-
taker to claim the $197 million lot-
tery payoff in Boston. She won
the Big Game on April 6 and
claimed the lump-sum payment
which will give her approximately
$70 million.
President Clinton unfolded a
new personal retirement invest-
ment plan. The new plan will
allow Americans a $300 tax credit
to go into the 401(k) style account
and the government will match up
to $350 on personal savings.
Approximately 124 million Amer-
icans will be eligible and the cost
to the Treasury will be $38 billion
a year.
Two buildings were destroyed
after 26 cars carrying 3,000 tons of
coal derailed in Missouri. No
injuries were reported.
Colts
continued from page 1
During their stay, the Colts play-
ers will be staying in Blumberg,
Mees, and Scharpenberg Halls.
Each player will have their own
room. To accommodate for the
larger size of the players, the two
beds will be placed together with a
piece of plywood underneath.
The Colts camp will not effect
other Rose-Hulman programs.
They still plan to put new furni-
ture, electrical systems, and coils
in Scharpenberg as planned.
Operation Catapult will be housed
in Bauer-Sames-Bogart (BSB)
Hall, while Fast Trackers will be
in Skinner, which will also be re-
modeled as planned.
Window-mounted air condition-
ers will also be placed in all the
rooms that Colt players will be
staying in. Gustafson, who com-
mented that such units are eye-
sores, said they will be removed
before students return in the fall.
The Colts have alsq reserved
almost every room in the Hulman
Union, including many of the stu-
dent organization offices, for their
administrative headquarters.
Meals will still be, served in the
main dining room. Dining Service
Director Mark Farner doesn't
know how they are going to han-
dle the extra workload yet, as he
doesn't have all the facts. The stu-
dents and the Colts will both be
using the Main Dining Room. The
Colts will be- eating dinner later,
and Farner doesn't see many prob-
lems with handling both groups.
Lunch, however, could cause
some problems.
They have a portable partition
that they will put up in the dining
room; the Colts will eat on one
side and the students on the other
side. Common items, such as the
deli bar, salad bar, and beverages
will be shared by both groups.
However, since the students and
Colts will be served different
entrees, the partition is necessary.
One possibility is to have different
times for the Colts and students
lunches.
The Colts will also be gone a
few days during the summer. They
will be off campus for three of the
four weekends of the summer for
scrimmages or exhibition games.
"The Colts summer camp should
bring thousands of new visitors to
.campus and Terre Haute," Rose-
Hulman President Samuel Hulbert
said. "The camp's popularity will
have a positive impact on the local
economy and create national visi-
bility for Rose-Hulman and Terre
Haute."
Campus Briefs
New guidlines for learning disability students
Guidelines have recently become available for assisting Rose-
Hulman students with learning disabilities. The guidelines include
criteria to identify student with learning disabilities, creating a spe-
cial needs team to assist the student, and developing an individual
plan for the student. Learning Center Director Susan Smith and
Assistant Director Carrie McCammon worked to create the guide-
lines.
Solar Phantom completes first road test
The new Solar Phantom V completed its first road tests on Sun-
day, March 21. The tests were performed on a runway at Terre
Haute International Airport. The Solar Phantom was able to reach a
top speed of 60 mph. Also, the Solar Phantom was featured -at a
national auto show at the Charlotte Motor Speedway in North Caro-
lina during spring break.
Computer donation to Aerial Robotics team
The Aerial Robotics Team received a donation of a Pentium com-
puter, which will be a very important piece of equipment to be used
on board their aerial robotic contest entry.
AIChE organizes demonstrations for local students
Thirty members of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers
organized demonstrations for sixty local students in the Rose-Hul-
man Explore Engineering program during the week of March 22.
Experiments included polymer extrusion, ice cream making, extrac-
tion, and the vortex tube, among others.
New grant from Lilly Endowment
Rose has received a planning grant from the Lilly Endowment.
The grant will be used to create a proposal requesting further sup-
port to expand programs on campus which would create services to
improve the Indiana economy. The proposal should be completed
early in May.
Civil engineering student wins essay competition
A paper written by senior civil engineering major Morgan
Hawker is the winning paper in a competition sponsored by the
American Society of Civil Engineers District Nine Council. The
paper is titled, "Is it Ethical for Consulting Firms to Make Political
Contributions to Candidates That Can Directly Affect Engineering
Contracts?"
Civil engineering students present to ASCE
Three senior civil engineering student teams presented design
projects at a meeting of the Indianapolis Branch of ASCE. The
projects all involved work on the levee system protecting the Broad
Ripple area in Indianapolis from flooding by the White River.
• TASC laser seminar
The Technical Assistance and Services Center is sponsoring a
seminar on May 4 about micromachining with Nd:YAG lasers.
The seminar is scheduled from Ito 4 p.m. in the CTR1.
Senior send-off planned
A Senior Send-Off is being planned by the Alumni Affairs Office
to congratulate seniors. The event will be on May 11 in the SRC
immediately following graduation rehearsal.
Progress on new residence hall
Wayne Spary predicted that the new residence hall will be taking
shape more quickly now. The building is expected to reach its full
height within the next six weeks.
Proposal to expand Explore Engineering
The Lilly Endowment is considering a proposal to expand Rose-
Hulman's Explore Engineering Program to middle school and high
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The Kelly Jay Orchestra (KJO),
an Indianapolis-based swing/blues
band, will be performing in
Moench Auditorium Tuesday,
April 20, at 7:30 p.m.
In addition, at 6:00 the same
night, the Student Activities Board
(SAB) will also be sponsoring a
crash course in swing dancing,
aught by a swing instructor.
The band began performing live
in February of last year, in night-
clubs. Since then, the band has
played at numerous festivals,
shows, private parties, and their
oddest gig, a Meijer store grand
opening.
consider what I do to be a
fairly retro thing," commented
South Bend native and guitarist
Kelly Hoggard (a.ka. Kelly Jay) in
an interview with The South Bend
Tribune, '`I'm playing something
that's out of another time period."
Joining Hoggard in the rhythm
section are Jason Ellis and Jason
Slota on bass and drums, respec-
tively. Both are graduates of Indi-
ana University's prestigious jazz
studies program under David
Baker.
Forming the soul of the band are
Richard Torres and Ben Wolkins,
on sax and trumpet. Torres played
with both the Stan Kenton and
Harry James Orchestras. Wolkins
has also been playing in the Glenn
Miller and Russ Morgan Orches-
tras.
The entire band shares a great
love of the '30's and '40's music.
"This is music I've enjoyed for a
long time," says Hoggard, who
also does voacls for the band.
"Now, it seems like I'm in the right
place at the right time."
Among the songs in the band's
diverse playlist there are such clas-
sics as "Big Ten Inch Record,"
recorded by both Bull Moose Jack-
son and Aerosmith, "Jump Jive 'n'
Wail," by Louis Prima and covered
recently by the Brian Setzer
Orchestra, Duke Ellington's
"Take the A-Train," and "The
Lady is a Tramp" made famous by
Frank Sinatra.
This varied song list has caused
some confusion among those who
listen to them. "Blues people think
we're jazz and jazz people think
we're blues. There's a line there
with a lot of shading. You can't
call it all of one or all of another,"
commented Hoggard.
The swing revival that the group
is riding the crest of first surfaced
in the early 1990's. The early days
of the revival manifested on the
East and West coasts as ska and
punk which began integrating
horns into their acts. After giving
rise to bands like Big Bad Voodoo
Daddy, Cherry Poppin', Daddies,
and the Brian Setzer Orchestra, the
craze began to seep into the Mid-
west.
"This is something I don't see
dying off," observes Hoggard opti-
mistically, "I can't see a reason for
not playing this 20, 30 years from
now."
courtesy http://www.kjo.com
Swingers The Kelly Jay Orchestra, with frontman Kelly Hoggard in
,white, who will be playing Moench Hall this coming Tuesday.
A Special Thank You!
' To All Donors:
On behalf of many grateful patients in our area hospitals we would like
ol to thank all of those who donated for us at the last blood drive.
By your donation, you have given something to as many as four
.iii, patients. For the accident victim or the hemorrhaging mother, red cells
1, from your blookd may mean life itself. The cancer victim receiving
platelets will see another year because of your gift. For open heart sur-
gery patients, plasma is essential and your donation is irreplaceable.
Cryoprecipitate that helps control a hemophiliac's bleeding is the gift of
a lifetime.
The gift many of us have is good health, which is the gift you've given.







Terre Haute Community Blood Center
NEWS
Bryan Egli named NCAA




"Bryan had a phenomenal
year." That is what Rose-Hulman
sports information director Kevin
Lanke spoke of regarding Rose
basketball guard Bryan Egli being
named National Player of the
Year for division Ill by Columbus
Multimedia earlier this month.
This year marks the third
NCAA tournament appearance in
the past four years and a historic
20-6 season. Egli, a senior civil
engineering major, is the third
Rose athlete to claim All-Ameri-
can honors and the first to also
carry the national recognition.
"It's a credit to Bryan and his
unselfish play, and to Coach
Shaw for designing a system that
will let Bryan flourish," Lanke
commented.
It isn't surprising to see how
Egli climbed to the top. Egli was
named SCAC player of the week
six times, -recognized as a mem-
ber of the Division III Online
National "Team of the Week"
four times, and unanimously
voted SCAC Player of the Year.
Egli scored 1,745 career points,
making him the fifth highest
scorer in the history of Rose-Hul-
Special
man.
Egli, from West Vigo
High School, is the son




Region award last season
after leading the Indiana
Collegiate Athletic Con-
ference with an average
21.9 points per game.
Columbus Multime-
dia, who gave the award
to Egli, is owned and
created by Barry Robin-
son of Columbus, Ohio.
Robinson developed a
mathematical formula
that determines team and
player ratings without
any type of human vot-
ing. He then reviews the
formula yearly and
makes adjustments to






licity can only help the
recruiting efforts of the
basketball program.
Hopefully Rose-Hulman
will benefit for years
because of this award." Bryan Egli takes a free thrm‘
Letter to the Editor.
As most students already know,
the Quality of Education commit-
tee made the following proposal
at the Institute meeting on April
13th.
In order to implement a 10-
minute passing period, the Insti-
tute will lengthen the academic
day by 45 minutes.
* The exact clock-schedule for
the 10 period day will be deter-
mined by a meeting of representa-
tives from all campus
constituencies (students, staff,
faculty), called and facilitated by
the Quality of Education Commit-
tee.
* The class schedule thus deter-
mined will be implemented
beginning with the Fall Quarter of
academic year 1999-2000.
Since we are not asking that the
rules be suspended, the motion
will be voted on at the first Insti-
tute Meeting in May (the 4th
ofMay).
Some background on the issue
will help to explain what our
committee worked on as pre-
sented by Dr. Patricia Carlson,
Chair, Quality of Education
(1) The motion to go to a 10-
minute passing period was passed
at the 6 May 1998 Institute Meet-
ing. Those interested in
reviewing the discussion will
find a lengthy summary in the
minutes from that meeting.
(2) After the motion passed, the
Quality of Education Committee
was asked to look into three ques-
tions:
* Determine if the 10th class
period could be dropped.
* Determine the implementation
date for the 10 minute passing
period.
* Determine the new schedule
of classes.
In our deliberations this year,
the Committee worked within the
constraints implied in this
charge. (In other words, we did
not re-visit the merits of a ten--
minute passing period because
that vote has already been
taken.) Rather, we investigated
feasible implementation plans
that would cause the least disrup-
tion to all constituencies of the
Institute (students, staff, and fac-
ulty).
I would like to report that the
students have nothing to worry
about at the present time. From a
note submitted to me on Tuesday
evening, April 13th.
I can report that the motion to
lengthen the school day was put
to a vote and failed at this after-
noon's Institute Meeting.
Dr. Hulbert suspended the rules
and the faculty voted to vote on
the issue right then. However, the
vote came out against lengthening
the day.
So the whole thing goes back to
the Quality of Education for next
year. At that time, it may be
appropriate to consider an alter-
ation in the scheduling of classes.
I have been part of the Quality
of Education Committee for the
last year, and my main concern is
representing the students of Rose-
Hulman. Before this issue is sent
back to the Q of E committee for
another year of trying to figure
out how to implement it, there
needs to be a vote. I will work
with SGA for the remainder of
my term to have an official vote
taken finding the interest of stu-
dents in implementing a 10-
minute passing period. The issue
of implementing the extended
passing period is NOT what the
committee is looking at. As
stated earlier, the committee is
looking at HOW to implement it
given that the motion was already
passed last May. If you feel
strongly enough about keeping
the 5-minute passing period, I
suggest that you talk to your SGA
senator, drop me a note, and make
your thoughts known in the polls
that will be coming out. I guaran-
tee that the administration of
Rose-Hulman does not want to
implement something if an over-




Student Member - Quality of
Education Committee
THANK YOU!!
The Gamma Lambda chapter of Chi Omega
would like to thank everyone who donated their
change for Penny Wars. $1387 was raised for
the Children's Miracle Network and Chi
Omega won the Derby Days competition
 •
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Sarah Polley, Katie Holmes
Jay Mohr, Scott Wolf
MPAA: rated R for strong
drug content, sexuality,
language and some violence
running time: 100 minutes
****
Opening Notes: Director Doug
Liman's new film GO has drawn a
lot of comparison to Quentin
Tarantino's Pulp Fiction, because
of its anthology-style of storytell-
ing and their similar themes.
While GO is not quite as good as
Pulp Fiction (few films are), it is
one of the best films of the year so
far.
The Cast: Sarah Polley stars as
Ronna, one of the many slacker
cashiers working in a dumpy su-
permarket. Polley gives support to
comparison of GO and Pulp Fic-
tion in that she looks a lot like a
younger version of Uma Thurman.
Katie Holmes ("Dawson's
Creek") is her best friend and co-
worker, along with the chauvinis-
tic Simon (Desmond Askew).
Timothy Olyphant (Scream 2)
plays head drug dealer Todd
Gaines, and gives one of the best
performances in the movie. Jay
Mohr (Mafia!) and Scott Wolf
("Party of Five") play Zack and
Adam, two gay actors on a hot po-
lice show. Their performances of-
fer many of the movies humorous
elements, as they try to conceal
their relationship. Overall, a fine
cast filled with some of today's
top young actors.
The Plot: GO is really three
different versions of the same sto-
ry, the events that happen before
Marcus (Taye Diggs) and Simon (Des-
mond Askew) plan their next move as
they get into all sorts of trouble in Las
Vegas.
photos from movIeweb.com
Ronna (Sarah Polley), Adam (Scott Wolf), Zack (Jay Mohr), and Claire (Katie Holmes) learn
that "Life starts at 3am" in GO, the new movie from Swingers director Doug Liman.
and after a drug deal. The first
version follows Ronna, the cashier
who looks to make some money to
pay her rent by making a drug
deal. The second version follows
Simon, a fellow cashier/drug deal-
er. Ronna is taking his place his
shift at the grocery store while he
goes to Las Vegas. The third ver-
sion follows Adam and Zack, the
police drama stars who are trying
to help the police bust Simon
(their usual supplier) in order to
avoid going to jail themselves on
drug possession charges. The
movie shows the evens of one cra-
zy night through all three perspec-
tives and then closes
with the fallout of ev-
eryone's actions the
next morning. While it
is confusing to explain,
this anthology of sto-
ries comes across sur-
prisingly clearly on the
big screen.
The Good: It's hard
to make a good film
without quality perfor-
mances from the ac-
tors, and the young cast
that makes up GO is up
to the task. Each plays
their role well, adding
to the overall film.
However, Jay Mohr
and Scott Wolf's hilar-
ious portrayals of a
bickering homosexual couple
steals the show.
One of the best moments in the
film occurs when Todd Gaines is
harassing Claire by asking if she is
a virgin. His speech comes
straight out of the old school film
The Breakfast Club where Judd
Nelson asks Molly Ringwald the
same questions. When Gaines fin-





does well because it
is always moving.
Liman does a great
job with his direc-
tion of keeping a









for quite some time, I still cannot
really think of anything that was
that had about this movie. While
some of the characters were a little
underdeveloped, that is the nature
of the anthology-style movie. All
in all, I can't really think of any
problems with this film.
The Ugly: Several things re-
garding Zack and Adam come to
mind here, most notably a scene
where Zack walks into the police
officer's bedroom to find him
completely naked standing in front
of a mirror. The officer doesn't
seem to mind, and some of the "in-
nuendoes" he gives to Zack were
downright gross.





high about the qual-




years to release his
sophomore film
GO, wanting to
make sure that it




then lives up to the
hype, as GO is one
of the best films of the year so far.
On a scale of zero to 4 (with 4
being classic and zero being Katie
Holmes' last movie Disturbing
Behavior), I give this movie a 4.
Comedy, action, crime and sus-
pense all rolled up into-one of the











2. Never Been Kissed
$11.8 million


















Rental Gross (April 5-11 ) 1
I. The Waterboy
$4.18 million
2. Mighty Joe Young
$3.60 million
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Yazteio ta due &atztoit,
Michelle Perez wrote an arti-
cle about how horrible it is that
Dartmouth is making their Greek
system to go coed. I think Ms.
Perez is giving the Greek system
more credit than they are due.
She also seems to have been mis-
informed about the status of
Greek life on college campuses.
First off, Dartmouth did not force
their Greeks to go coed in order
to destroy their moral and aca-
demic support. They did it
because they wanted to end the
raucous frat life that inspired the
movie Animal House. They
wanted to end the hazing, sexual
harassment, binge drinking, wild
parties, sexual assault and other
such problems that come along
with the "wonderful" Greek life
that Michelle Perez neglected to
talk about. They did not want to
see a student die on their campus
because he drank too much dur-
ing an initiation or party. While it
is true that all of these horrible
things happen outside of the
Greek life, the number of inci-
dents tend to occur more often in
the Greek system. Don't believe
me; check the numbers on binge
drinking and rapes on college
campuses. Second, does Ms.
Perez know that coed Greek-like
system do work. Norte Dame has
a coed dorm system that works
like a Greek system. Each dorm
has their own symbols, colors,
IM teams, dances, and camarade-
rie. She says that the student will
suffer without a Greek system to
support them. There are also
schools where the Greek system
is barely surviving or non-exis-
tent and the students are just fine.
At the University of Chicago, my
friends tell me that the fraternities
are considered a joke and are
struggling to remain open. After
all, why would you go hang out
drinking with a bunch of frat
boys when you have an entire
interesting city to have fun in?
Lastly, I would like to remind
Ms. Perez that on this campus
alone, there are people that sur-
vive outside of the Greek system.
I have various types of friends
and alumni that 1 can talk to when
I need help. They are also there
for me when I need someone to
celebrate with me. They are there
for me when I just need to be
goofy. They like me because of
who I am not because I pay dues,
attend meetings, follow a bunch
of silly rules, wear certain letters,
know all the secret symbols, and
pretend to be all about sisterhood
or brotherhood. Now I realize
that Terre Haute is the least excit-
ing city but there is more to the
college social life than the Greek
system so don't let them fool you.
The Greek system is no more
than the college equivalent of




Again this year, TREES Inc.
was privileged to have Rose-Hul-
man students plant trees across
the city of Terre Haute on March
27th as part of our Adopt-a-
Street-Tree Canopy Campaign. It
is an awesome undertaking to
agree to plant one hundred trees,
each 12 - 15 feet tall with a root
ball weighing approximately 300
pounds. The task could not have
been completed without the help
of Rose students who planted all
this year's trees. Though most of
these Rose students are tempo-
rary residents of Terre Haute,
they have given a permanent gift
to the city. It is our hope that as
they come back to Rose-Hulman
for Homecoming and other
events through the years, they
will show "their" trees to their
families and friends. TREES,
Terre Haute's all volunteer envi-
ronmental and beautification
council, began the Adopt-a-
Street-Tree program in 1994 to
begin rebuilding the tree canopies
that once graced residential
neighborhoods across the city.
TREES arranges for large, hand-
some hardwood trees to be prop-
erly planted and mulched in
exchange for the adopting fami-
lies' agreeing to water, mulch and
protect the trees for three years,
the length of time it takes a tree to
become established in an urban
setting. Rose students - including
several who have planted trees
each spring of their Rose careers
- have been active participants
each year. This has been a grati-
fying bringing together of the
community which has encour-
aged civic pride and responsibil-
ity. The members of TREES and
the families who adopted the
street trees thank the members
and friends of Alpha Phi Omega,
Phi Gamma Delta, Pi 'Kappa
Alpha, and Triangle for their time
and hard work and salute their
spirit of service and community.
Trish Eccles, Shirley Woolley




President Bill Clinton has
authorized the U.S. military to
engage in air strikes against a
country with whom we are not at
war, to end a centuries old ethnic
conflict which does not threaten
the United States, in a part of
Europe in which we have no
national self-interest. Why? Why
are American soldiers being sent
off to die in this Balkan waste-
land?
Bill Clinton has answered:
"It's a moral imperative." The
President's "moral imperative"
is motivated entirely by the desire
to sacrifice American soldiers as
global policemen. The essence of
his policy is, "We have a duty to
prevent any more atrocities from
occurring precisely because we
don't have a national interest in
Kosovo."
Yet, a foreign policy that aban-
dons our self interest is doomed
to fail and can only result in trag-
edy. Already one U.S. plane has
gone down and despite hundreds
of sorties by U.S. and British
fighters, Slobodan Milosevic has
increased his assaults on ethnic
Albanians. Milosevic knows he
has nothing to fear from us.
When our legitimate interests
have been at stake, such as with
Iraq and Osama bin Laden,
America has demonstrated that it
is only a paper tiger. Given
America's past failures to defend
its interests and the inherent sac-
rifices of the current action, the
bombing of Serbia is doomed to
fail.
What is the solution? We must
reject the sacrifice of American
lives and declare that the United
States exists for its own sake. We
must return to the idea that our
military exists to protect Amer-
ica--not Kosovar autonomy,
oppressed Albanians, Kurdish
rebels, or starving Somalians. We
must immediately withdraw
from this conflict, announce that
our military will be used when
only U.S. interests are at risk, and
uphold this policy consistently.
This is the only way to regain our
credibility, protect America, and
prevent such deadly mistakes in
the future.
Sincerely, Don Thompson Bos-
ton College Law School Class of
2000
A very Rose-Hulman Fairy Tale
Kelly Kozdras
Columnist
Once, in a time long ago, in a
land far from cornfields and
burning crosses lived a young
lass named Randushala Alex-
isanene Veraxinnoff. When she
was very young, she ran around
her neighborhood with all differ-
ent boys and girls. She traveled a
short distance from home to go to
school and learned about frac-
tions and hydroponics and read
books by dead white males.
Randushala ate lots of popsicles
and bounced around because of
the pure joy of being a young lass
named Randushala Alexisanene
Veraxinnoff.
When the girl was a bit larger
she traveled a little farther to go
to school. This school was a bit
unusual though. Only other
females went to school there. But
that was ok - she had great fun
laughing and dancing and singing
all over school and town with her
new friends. She learned about
trigonometry and chemistry,
about important issues facing
women and even found that
females and non-white people
wrote books and played impor-
tant roles in history. When she
was sad, her friends let her cry
and when she was happy, they
shared her joy. They always held
friendship above any passing
crush and had just as much fun
when they were with boys as
when they were just hanging out
together. Together they grew
strong and confident of them-
selves and their abilities. Even
when there were boys around!
They had a bond like sisters. So
Randushala was very content
and bounced around because of
the pure joy of being a bit older
lass named Randushala Alex-
isanene Veraxinnoff with many
supportive friends and all the
possibilities that lie before her.
When the girl was larger still
she traveled quite a bit farther
from home to go to school. This
school was a bit unusual in its
own right. For years some of the
"powers that be" didn't find half
the species fit to attend their fine
institution in The Middle Of
Nowhere. But her experiences at
her old school taught her to be
strong and rise above such silli-
ness and so soon she met many
new people. Some even offered
her more "sisterhood". For a
price. But Randushala thought,
"maybe if I have to pay for this
*sisterhood it'll be even better
than what I experienced before!"
So Randushala traded some
valuables for a set of rules gov-
erning her sisterhood, songs to
memorize about sisterhood, and
strange looking characters to
wear across her chest to identify
the clan she belonged to. "Funny,
I don't remember sisterhood ever
being so structured", she thought.
And she waited for the good
times and laughs. And she got
some of that, in between the req-
uisite primping for parties, bak-
ing cookies, decorating,
pumpkins, and singing Christ-
mas carols for boys, and hanging
all over the young studs who
belonged to other clans in the
common areas of the school.
Some of these "sisters" even
fought over the young studs and
gossiped about each other, then
had the gall to explain it by say-
ing, "well women can't possibly
be in a large group like this and
all get along". Of course they'll
just fight or drool over guys
rather then strengthen them-
selves and their own ties. But
Randushala didn't believe that to
be true, and had just never experi-
enced "sisterhood- quite like that.
So Randushala stopped wear-
ing the strange looking characters
and started looking for new
friends. And she found them -
some female, but she didn't have
to pay money or attend any meet-
ings to have their moral support
and desire for fun. Some male,
but she needn't bake, sing clan
songs, or wear lots of makeup for
them to like her and want to run
around and have fun with her.
She kept stayed close friends
with a few of the people from her
clan, and some of her friends
belonged to other clans, but cer-
tainly not all. She made all these
friends on her own terms, not
those terms set up by a national
clan.
Some of the clanspeople didn't
understand how she could possi-
bly have fun without the help of
clan parties. She tried to explain
that there were towns outside of
The Middle Of Nowhere where
much culture, activity, and life
existed. And her friends enjoyed
time together in those towns and
in The Middle Of Nowhere.
So Randushala was very ful-
filled and bounced around
because of the pure joy of being
an older lass named Randushala
Alexisanene Veraxinnoff with
many experiences and friends
that began to introduce her to the
wonders of the world outside of
clan parties and makeup. And she
looked to the world outside, filled
with many more wonders and
knew that she would be able to
carve her own path in that world
just as she did in the world in The
Middle Of Nowhere.
Kelly went to an all-women's
high school where she experi-
enced "more sisterhood before 7
a.m. then most sorority girls see
all day". She'd be happy to tell





Items need to be reclaimed or
they will be donated to charity.
APO office 246 in the Union
Letters to the Editor are not the
opinion of the Thorn staff. They
are the opinion of the author.
Letters must be submitted by
Tuesday at 4pm. All letters must
include your name and email or
phone number for varification
purposes. The letters may be
emailed to
• Thorn@rose-hulman.edu
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6710 Wailask Ave. ?„
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Rose baseball a game away from regular season title
Don Cole
Editorial Staff 
Should the Rose-Hulman Engi-
neer baseball team split their dou-
bleheader against Centre College
at Art Nehf Field tomorrow, they
will win the regular season SCAC
Eastern Division conference
championship in their first year in
the league.
Currently, Rose-Hulman is two
games ahead of DePauw Univer-
sity. The Engineers are 14-3 in
the SCAC, while the Tigers are
12-5.
The Engineers were busy over
break, defeating the University of
the South twice (21-3, 16-1) and
Wabash College twice (11-2, 11-
7).
Rose also won a huge game
against DePauw during the break;
a game in which DePauw interim
head coach Edward Meyer said
that star Engineer pitcher Andy
Cain "isn't really that good."
Rose Coach Jeff Jenkins, upon
hearing the comment, fired back
by saying he'd take Cain over any
Tiger pitcher any day.
That game saw Cain win his
ninth consecutive this year, yet
another complete game victory.
Cain struck out six and walked
one.
Things started out rough for the
Engineers, as an error led to a
quick Tiger score in the first
inning. The troubles continued for
Rose into the third, when DePauw
scored again on consecutive dou-
bles.
The Engineers had only one hit
through the first three innings, as
Tiger pitcher Matt Walker held
the Engineers very much in check,
striking out four in the first three
frames.
After DePauw's final score in
the top of the fifth, the Engineer
bats started to wake up. After
both Matt King and Eric Baer
laced singles to center field, Tevin
Wiete drove in King from sec-
ond. Baer got caught in a run-
down between first and second
and was tagged out.
Both Mike Kreuger and Rob
Nichols kept the rally alive by get-
ting hit by pitches. Andy Tochter-




only a run, 3-2, The
Engineers contin-
ued their scoring the
next inning. King
once again started
things off with a sin-
gle, advancing to
third on a single
courtesy of Wes
Journay. Baer hit a
sacrifice fly to cen-





once again to Wiete,
who drove in Jour-
nay from second
with his second sin-






an insurance run in
the eighth thanks to an RBI single
by Nichols to beat DePauw for the
third time in five meetings so far
this season.
Rose is 2-1 against the Centre
Colonels this season. The team
from Danville, Kentucky is 6-10
in the conference this season so
far with an 8-17 overall record.
Although the Colonels dwell in
the cellar in nearly every statisti-
cal category, including hitting
(.278), scoring (5.84 runs per
game), strikeouts (123), and field-
walk,
ing percentage (.917), they did
manage to defeat the Engineers in
their first meeting this year, 3-2.
During that game, the Colonels
took advantage of three Engineer
errors to score two unearned runs,
giving Tochterman his third loss
of the year at that point.
Rose would go on to crush Cen-
last weekend in Atlanta to propel
them into the position they find
themselves in now.
The Engineers took the first
game 7-3 behind another strong
outing by Marc McCullough, who
went the distance for the win,
allowing only four hits with four
strikeouts.
The Rose bats
started off early, with
Mike Kreuger blast-
ing a first-inning, two-
out home run, his sec-
ond of the year, to put
the squad up, 1-0.
Oglethorpe would
take advantage of two
Engineer errors in the
bottom half of the
inning to even things
up at one run each.
Wiete would come
through huge again for
Rose, with a two-RBI
single in the top of the
second to score Jour-




rpe refused to die,
however, and mounted
a comeback in the bot-
tom of the fourth to tie




away in their half of the sixth,
thanks in large part to a two-run
double from Phil Munzer that
brought in King and Robert Chan-
dler.
Tochterman and Travis Soyer
combined to hold the Stormy
Petrels to three runs later that day,
as the Engineers won their eighth
straight, 16-3.
Rose took a commanding lead in
this game and never relinquished,
scoring four in the first, and in fact
scored 11 runs before finally
Don Harrington
Rob Nichols surveys the scene from third base
tre that weekend, however,
exploding for a grand total of 16
runs in the next two games.
The Colonels are led offensively
by Josh Moore and Chad Cadle.
Moore is hitting at a .412 clip this
year, with a home run, eight RBI,
and a .474 on-base percentage.
Cadle is hitting .311 with three
homers, ten RBI, and five stolen
bases. He has also gone down
swinging ten times this season.




Daytona, Panama City, Padre,
Miami, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, etc. Best hotels, prices,
parties. Browse www.icpt.com.




Want to know more about
Christianity and the man they call
Christ? Come to the Investigative
Bible Discussion for international
students on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
the Music Room (Union). Free
University Edition Bible and
snacks. Sponsored by Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship. For
future information, contact
Nishant Mathew at 299-4889.
FRIDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES April 23, 6:00 pm,
United Ministries Center, 321N
7th St. Movies followed by lively




Green leather couch (2 pieces +
loveseat) $600 o.b.o., 19" TV-
VCR Combo $200. Call 877-
HELP WANTED
4017.
Summer Resident camp for girls
looking for summer staff. Near
Terre Haute, room & board, and
competitive salaries. Need
counselors and Life gaurds. Call
(812) 232-0104, ask for camp
HOUSING AVAILABLE
manager.
NOW RENTING FOR JUNE and
SEPT: large houses with 3-6
bedrooms, 2+ bathrooms, central
air, dishwasher, stove and fridge,
all furniture including beds,
desks, ect. Convenient to campus
in good areas. 1 cater to Rose-,
Hulman student's needs and have
references for you. CaN '877-7706
House for rent, clean 3 bedroom
allowing a Petrel to cross the plate
in the fifth.
Baer started everything off with
a leadoff single, and was driven
later by Nichols. Wiete, Nichols,
and Jason Fox would all score in
the course of the inning, taking
advantage of two Oglethorpe
errors.
Journay would be the catalyst
for the Engineers' lone run in the
second, singling and stealing sec-
ond. Kreuger would drive him in
with a two-out single.
Nichols would get his second
RBI of the game with a double in
the fourth and would himself
score later when Fox ripped a
home run, putting the Engineers
up 8-0.
The Engineers would score three
more runs the following inning, on
RBI singles from Nichols, Krue-
ger, and Fox. Five more runs
would come in the seventh inning,
thanks to two Oglethorpe errors.
Rose slowed down on their scor-
ing somewhat the next day,
defeating Oglethorpe 6-2 behind
the arm of John Bowen and the
relief effort of Nick Balmes and
Brad Fetters. Bowen went seven
for the win, striking out four.
Nichols was brought in on a
bases-loaded walk to Journay to
draw first blood against the Petrels
in the first inning. Wiete yet again
came through huge with a bases-
clearing double. Wiete racked up
six RBI in the three games against
Oglethorpe.
The Engineers would not score
again until the fifth inning, when
Nichols drove in Krueger, who
reached on a right fielder error.
Defensive miscues would do in
the Petrels again in the following
inning, when Wiete, after dou-
bling, would score on a passed
ball.
Oglethorpe would score runs in
the seventh and eighth, but Fetters
would shut down the Petrels for an
inning and a third of hitless relief.
1000 sq ft, garage, east of
stadium, $600 per month plus
utilities. Avaliable May 1, call
894-2902
Fully furnished apartment for rent
this summer. Call Hannah at
877-0222 for details.
FOR RENT 3-4--5-6 students,
furnished, 2 baths, central air,
2 car garage, located east call
877-2910.
Renting now for May and August,
1- to 6-bedroom units, call Sfiarp
Flats LLC, 877-1146.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment available Fall Quarter.
Nine month lease. $260 includes
utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteoon
(CL108, Box 171, ext 8247,
299-5182) for more information.
Furnished three bedroom
apartment available Fall Quarter.
Nine month lease. $510 includes
utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteoon
(CL108, Box 171, ext 8247,
299-5182) for more information.
1 bedroom efficiency apartment.
Attractive, clean, large enough for
2. $295 a month, utilities paid,
avaliable May. Call 234-5680
Very nice 3 bedroom house. 15
minutes from campus. Must see to
appricate. $450 a month plus
utilites. avaliable May.
call 234-5680
Extra large 3 bedroom house, can
accomodate 3-6 students.
Spacious bedrooms, large living
room, dining room and kitchen,
C/A, washer/dryer hook-ups. 10
minutes from campus, avalible
August, $650 plus utilities, call
234-5680
Large 3 bedroom house 10-15
minutes from campus, large
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms with
shower/tub, huge kitchen, living
room, and dining room, C/A,
waher dryer hook-up. Can
accomodate 3-6 students, $600
plus utilities, call 234-5680
POLICIES
The Rose Thorn offers classified
advertisements less than 30 words
free to Rose-Hulman students,
faculty, and student organizations.
For submissions of more than 30
words, each additional word is
$0.10.
All other classified advertisements
are $3.00 for the first 30 words and
$0.15 for each additional word.
Payments must be made in
advance; corrections at our
expense first week only.
The Rose Thorn reserves the right
to refuse advertising which the
editors judge to be discriminatory
on the basis of race, religion,
sexual orientation, or gender.
Also any advertisement which
promote violence, illegal activities
or is in bad taste will not be
considered for publication.
Submissions may be made at the
Thorn office, through campus
mail addressed to the Thorn, by
email-ing thorn@rose-
hulman.edu, or by calling the
Thorn office at extension 8255.
Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m.
the Wednesday prior to
publication. Runs over one week
must be renewed weekly by
contacting the Thorn office, unless
prior run arrangements have been
made.
The Rose Thorn
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Engineers baseball team has
been putting up a heck of one
this year, posting a 23-8 record
overall, 14-3 in the SCAC con-
ference, and being only a win
away from the regular season
title. To do this, the team has
excelled in all areas, be it coach-
ing, pitching, fielding, or hitting.
No one can claim that Senior
Rob Nichols isn't doing his part.
Nichols, after a slow start, has
set free five balls from the barri-
ers of the fence this year. With
his previous accomplishments,
including tying a school record
with eight home runs last year,
he stands just one homer short of
the school career mark of 16.
Want more? Well how about
tying three single-season records
this year with 36 runs batted in,
36 runs scored, and 16 doubles.
In his Rose career thus far, he
has set the record for RBI with
101, and 32 doubles.
Still not enough? Currently, he
is batting .476, which is eight
points above the school record.
That record is owned by former
major leaguer, Art Nehf, as in
Art Nehf Field.
He was named the SCAC
offensive baseball player of the
week for March 29th to April
4th. During this span, he went 9
for 15 with two doubles and two
home runs, including an impres-
sive 4 for 4 performance with a
double and two home runs
against the University of the
South on April 3rd. He also
scored seven runs that week, and
drove in a total often.
,Nichols has been steadily
improving his game while at
Rose. Hailing from West Vigo
High School, where he only
started his senior year, he was
noted more for his throwing arm
than his hitting.
Not projected as a starter at
Rose, he got his chance when
the number one went down to
injury, starting his first game as
a freshman. The huge strides he
has made since then are attrib-
uted by his coaches to his own
hard work and dedication.
Along with the great talent in
the rest of the team, he hopes
Rose can emerge as champions
after the SCAC tournament at
the end of next week at Trinity
University in San Antonio.
The Mechanical Engineering
major is from West Terre Haute
and is the son of Robert and
Mary Ann Nichols.
254 Wings every Tuesday





21 Beers on Tap and Over 100 Total!
Big Screens and a Multitude of TV's
Free NTN Interactive Trivia with Prizes
















30 Beers to get an
exclusive
T-shirt!
Drink 'em all to get an
invitation to our 1999
Millennium Party!
3718 U.S. Highway 41
behind Outback Steak House
Mark Dudley
Staff Writer
Both the men's and women's
track teams competed at the Wash-
ington University in St. Louis last
Saturday. Despite the low team
scoring in the large field of schools,
Rose came home with 6 personal
bests and 1 new record.
On the women's side, Freshman
Becky Merow broke her own
school record in the 3K run with a
seventh place finishing time of
11:22.41 to earn the women team's
only two points in the meet.
For the men, freshman Austin
Towell threw a personal best ham-
mer to 121'04", good enough for
seventh place as well as the only
two points scored on the men's
side.
Other personal bests for the men
were David Berty with in the dis-
cuss, Nick Hill in the triple jump,
Matt Marker for the 400m interme-
diate hurdles, and in the 200m,
Mark Stetzer followed closely by
Sean Stoughton.
Saturday was not without its
downfalls however, as two Rose
athletes suffered injuries during
competetion. Junior Phil Reksel
pulled a hamstring as he was
anchoring the 4x100m dash, caus-
ing him to sit out all this week.
Senior Jeanne Hudson also
received a slight head injury in the
high jump, although she is recover-
ing just fine.
Rose's also competed in thei first
meet of the season at the University
of Indianapolis on March 27th.
There both teams finished in 6th
place overall in a field of 11 men's
and 9 women's teams. However,
both teams broke several school
records and a meet record.
Beth Nixon led the way for the
women breaking school records in
the javelin and shot put. Hudson
bettered her 400m dash time to own
both the indoor and outdoor records
in that event. Anna Yokel also
earned a school record in her first
collegiate track competition in the
women's high jump.
On the men's side, Reksel came
away with a first place finish, also
qualifying for the NCAA outdoor
national champiosnhips with a
school record 47.71in the 400m.
Both teams will compete again
this Saturday at Decatur, Illinois, as
they prepare for their conference
meet next weekend in Texas.




women's tennis teams earned
mixed results on their recent
spring break in the south.
The men's team finished 2-3
over spring break, with victories
over Savannah College of Arts
and Design and the Technical
College of the Low Country, but
dropping matches against NAIA
powerhouse Flagler College, #1
Junior College team Coastal
Georgia College, and Division II
#2 University of North Florida.
In the SCAC East Division
Qualifier last weekend, the men's
team finished a disappointing
fourth, one spot out of qualifying
for the SCAC finals later this
month. Rose lost their opening
match of the tourney against
eventual champion University of
the South Saturday by a 7-0
count. However, later that day
they defeated Centre College 6-
1. Craig Clark, Tyson May, Jake
Isenburg, Andy Feyen, and Kris
Chaney all won singles matches
for the Engineers, with the teams
of Clark/Robert Kober, Feyen/
May, and Eric Marion/Jordan
Williford sweeping the doubles
matches. Sunday's third place
match to qualify for the Texas
finals saw the men drop a 5-2
heartbreaker to Oglethorpe, with
Feyen and Chaney earning the
only victories for the Engineers.
The Rose women went 1-2 on
their southern swing, with tough
losses to Florida Community
College (4-3) and Flagler Col-
lege (9-0), and a convincing 7-2
victory over Savannah.
The women opened the Divi-
sion qualifier with a 9-0 demol-
ishing of Oglethorpe. Melissa
Reading, Marcie Kam, Shilpa
Lad, Christine Winters, Sarah
Wruck, and Amy Hentz all won
their singles matches in straight
sets, while the doubles teams of
Lad/Reading, Kam/Winters, and
Wrack/Becky Smith completed
the sweep. Unfortunately, the
Engineer women dropped a 9-0
decision later in the day against
eventual champion University of
the South. Rose's conference
hopes came down to Sunday's
third place game, and the women
too fell by a score of 7-2, with
only Reading and Kam winning.
Rose's men's team will be in
action this morning, as well as a
match at Vincennes next Tues-
day. The women's loss in the







Sunday Special Monday - Saturday
Large One Large One
Topping Topping
5.99 6.99
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PLUS...
• No down payment when you purchase
• Special easy financing for grads
the choice is yours!
For your $400 certificate or more Information, call
Or visit our website at: www.pontiac.com
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Clinton, Gore visit Rose
Biff Wellington, III
Babe Magnet, Extrodinaire 
President Bill Clinton and Vice
President Al Gore visited Rose-Hul-
man this week. Clinton was a guest
lecturer at the Rose Guys Complex
Symposium, held on Tuesday in the








held in an on-
going effort to







men to attract women. This problem
was dormant for a few years leading
up to the mid-90's, but with the
advent of all students having laptops,
some Rose-Hulman men found their
computers made better mates than
did actual females. Laptops are
believed to the main cause of why
Rose Guys Complex is even more
rampant on campus in recent times.
The Rose Guys Complex Sympo-
sium was quite a success. This $50 a
ticket event was sold out and had
standing room only. The symposium
began with classes and discussion
groups covering such topics as "How
to Make That First Call", "Life With-
out the Laptop", "Chatting Outside of
Chat Rooms" and "Searching for
That Perfect Grrl". The afternoon
session featured a three and a half-
hour lecture from the President.
During his speech, Clinton
offered a number of tips and pointers
on how men from Rose-Hulman can
attract females. Perhaps his most
noteworthy statement came when he
stood behind the podium and pointed
his finger at the crowd. In a serious
tone, Clinton said, "Now you to lis-
ten to me! You CAN do it. Women
are in search of respect and if you
offer it to them they will come." The
crowd responded to Clinton with a
standing ovation.
Ansel Adams
Clinton, in the closing moments of his
s • eec h.















on with it! If you
lie about a relationship, chances are
good that you will never get caught
Believe me I know - I have been
lying to the old lady (Mrs. Clinton)
for years now and she has no idea of
the hundreds and hundreds of women
I have entertained.., well.., more than
entertained!"
Clinton, who has been under tight
scrutiny for "inappropriate relation-
ships" with numerous women, is seen
as an expert in the field of how men
can attract women. Symposium orga-
nizers sought experts in the field of
male-female relationships and found
Bill Clinton to be the most highly
acclaimed expert in how to attract
women.
But the event was not without it's
share of controversy. The Terre
Haute chapter of the National Asso-
ciation of Gals (NAGS) demon-
strated outside the SRC while the
symposium took place. The NAGS
shouted such lines as "Pickin' up
chicks has got to stop! Keep yourself
But wait... I have no chest
hair! They'll never hire me
without chest hair... oh yeah!
s Tom has that toupei he
„ L'e, tried back in '81 still in
$1:01't 1 !his office!!
Those Wacky Profs!
Disclaimer: These quotes are real. All quotes come from the indicated (or not) professors.
Feel free to submit your "Wacky Prof' quotes to thorn@rose-hulman.edu, along with
name, class name (including section), date, and setup. No, I don't know why the Thron
had a Thorn masthead, either. Screwy. All quotes must be verified before publication.
"Really?!?! Oh sh--!"
-- Dr. Franklin (3-23-99)
(Discussing the probability that 1 out of 10 fermenters (Eli Lilly) would contain a bad
batch of antibiotics and the cost of disposal and reclaim in ChemE Statistics.)
"Wait, I was just reading something about myself in the paper the
other day, so I should just shut up."
-- Dr. Hoover (3-29-99) .
"I'll continue setting the stage, then I'll get you off."
-- Dr. Mutchler (3-29-99)
(While setting up a problem in Cryptography for students to work on independently.)
"It's not just a wet dream anymore."
-- Dale Oexmann (3-30-99)
(Referring to having a Cray computer in your pocket during File Structures.)
"I saw Bill Gates on the Today Show ... that arrogant bastard."
-- Dale Oexmann (3-30-99)
(Idle chatter in File Structures.)
on your laptop!" While somewhat
annoying, the NAGS caused no
major harm to anyone involved with
the symposium.
Event planners are already sched-
uling next year's symposium. Clinton
is likely to be the speaker for next
year's symposium, due to the over-
whelming success of this year's
event.
Biff Wellington (UCE, '01) is the lat-
est in a long line of Wellingtons to attend
Rose-Hulman. Like his father, and his
father before him, when it comes to BUT,
women want him and men want to be
him. You know it's true. Don't try to
deny it. If you want a piece of Biff, stop
by the Thom office after hours on Thurs-
day nights. He'll be waiting for you.
Biff s report on Gore's wacky hijinks











Thpag,e, /1 brought- to-yaw i,yv part-by the/two-lovely lowlie4 an, the, couch, aincl, the, c,he.vni,stry lyetweeAv thernh
I gotta take my own
advice... Follow my
dreams... Go for that
ream job!
HE NEXT BAYWATCH HUNK!!!
We wish you the same luck
that you've wished us so many
times before...
And no, I don't think that
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NEWT FACTS!
NEW COMMENTS!
HARRISON FORD COPS A FEEL!
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SLOW GOWN I'M NOT


















oKpr , PATTy IS
ANNOYING. .)






YOu HANE NO PROCESS.
YOU LASTED LONGER
THAN TIMMY THE
"FACILITATOR."  
